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anti-UAV radar.

DRONE DETECTION RADAR SYSTEM

UAV systems are more and more available and affordable, with increasing range, autonomy and 
funtions. They can easily become a weapon or threat against people, government agencies, 
industrial and military installations.

www.metasensing.com

A small drone becomes a potential threat but it is easily detected 
by MetaSensing Radar.

MetaSensing’s solution for detecting and tracking suspicious or not authorized drones, cars or 
dismounted targets involves a state of the art X-band radars specifically tailored for detection of 
threats.

MetaSensing Drone Detection radar can detect range, azimuth, elevation and speed of moving tar-
gets, track them with advance Kalman filters and make also a classifications of objects by removing  
ground stationary clutter. The tracks of detected and confirmed targets can then be used to steer 
third parties’ optical, infrared cameras for further identification and jamming system to blind 
comunication links of potential drone threats.

The Drone Detection system is a low 
power consumption sensor and trans-
mits very low power still achiving con-
siderable detection range and high res-
olution. It is in fact a Low Probability of 
Interception (LPI) radar, which means 
that it is difficult to detect it and can 
therefore be operated undetected. 
The high resolution in both range and 
azimuth make the MetaSensing sys-
tem able to detect also swarms of 
drones. The system can be mounted 
on vans allowing a fast deployments 
of multiple systems in different areas.
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MetaSensing DRONE-DETECTION RADAR SPECS
Range resolution up to 1 m

Azimuth resolution 4 degrees

Detection range* up to 2 km for micro drones (DJI Phantom like)

Detection range* up to 4 km for larger drones

Total weight < 30 Kg

Interfaces Gigabit Ethernet

Dimensions 700 mm x 550 mm

Multichannel FMCW with 10 watt output power

Real time tracking for steering camera and jamming systems

Low Probability Interception (LPI) radar

Integrated radar and real time processor

IP65/IP66 depending on the model

 * the range decreases as the speed of rotation increases.
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